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• MSCA: Under the Excellent Science Pillar of EUs’ H2020 - Equipping 
researchers to fill the top positions of tomorrow and solve current and 
future societal challenges

• The MSCA COFUND scheme aims to foster excellence in researchers' 
training, mobility and career development by co-funding programmes for:

• International, intersectoral and interdisciplinary research 
training, and

• Transnational and cross-sectoral mobility of researchers
– Structured training & supervision but bottom-up ideas and full 

academic freedom
– No local preselection of candidates and strict mobility rules
– UiB APPLICATIONBASED ON: MARINE & SUSTANABILITY

MARIE SKŁODOWSKA-CURIE ACTIONS (MSCA)
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA



Six UiB-faculties directly involved
Faculties SEAS-

Postdocs

Faculty of Medicine (MED) 2

Faculty of Humanities (HUM) 6

Faculty of Social Sciences (SOS) 2

Faculty of Law (LAW) 2

Faculty of Psychology (PSYC) 2

Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences (MN) 23

Total UiB 37



• WP1: Management
To provide and ensure efficient management and administrative execution of the project 
as set up in the Grant Agreement

• WP2: Dissemination of the Programme and its Calls
To promote and disseminate the SEAS programme widely to ensure the recruitment of 
excellent candidates

• WP3: Evaluation and Selection
To organize a fair and transparent evaluation of proposals and selection of applicants 
based on equality and high qualitative procedures and criteria.

• WP4: Training & Career Development
To develop and implement an innovative training programme spanning the marine theme 
and transferrable skills

• WP5: Ethics Issues
To identify and resolve ethical issues arising from projects in adherence with regional, 
national, and international regulations, health, and environmental issues. Ensure good 
scientific practice and research integrity.

WP’s are really different
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA



Priority focus areas 2016-2022

Climate and Energy TransitionMarine Research Global Challenges

UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN
PREREQUISITE 1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PRIORITY RESEARCH AREAGlobal challengesThe University of Bergen (UiB) has a long history of research in global sustainable development. Challenges in areas like health, the environment, democracy, equality, and social redistribution demands collaboration across both disciplines and borders.This research is imperative to understanding the background, connections and changes occurring in the challenges in society.Research on global social challenges is carried out at all of UiB faculties, most institutes, and at several research centres – often in collaboration with international partner institutions.Marine research The marine tradition at the University of Bergen (UiB) stretches back to the nineteenth century and the oceanographic research carried out at what was then called Bergen Museum, and which today is known as the University Museum of Bergen. Today UiB is Norway’s largest marine university, with research and education of a high international standard and several world leading research environments. Bergen region has a total of Europe's largest concentration of marine research, and is the 13th largest marine city in the world in terms of number of scientific publications.Climate and energy transition�The roots of climate research at the University of Bergen (UiB) stretch all the way back to the start of the twentieth century, when Vilhelm Bjerknes founded the Bergen school of meteorology. This school created modern meteorology and turned it into a precise science. Today, the name of Bjerknes lives on at the Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research. However, research on climate and energy transition is increasingly being carried out at all UiB faculties, from language and social sciences to law and the natural sciences.(Photo: Frode Ims (Global social challenges), Eivind Senneset (Marine research), Colourbox (Climate and energy transition)



Priority strategic areas 
2016-2022

Marine 
Research 

UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN

1. Lifting larger Marine Cross-Faculty Projects
2. Regional Cooperation incl. Private Sector
3. Centre point for Marine Activity at UiB 

- Internally
- Externally (Arendalsuken, Aquanor, plast)

4. Support the work on SDG 14 – Life below water

PREREQUISITE 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PRIORITY RESEARCH AREAGlobal challengesThe University of Bergen (UiB) has a long history of research in global sustainable development. Challenges in areas like health, the environment, democracy, equality, and social redistribution demands collaboration across both disciplines and borders.This research is imperative to understanding the background, connections and changes occurring in the challenges in society.Research on global social challenges is carried out at all of UiB faculties, most institutes, and at several research centres – often in collaboration with international partner institutions.Marine research The marine tradition at the University of Bergen (UiB) stretches back to the nineteenth century and the oceanographic research carried out at what was then called Bergen Museum, and which today is known as the University Museum of Bergen. Today UiB is Norway’s largest marine university, with research and education of a high international standard and several world leading research environments. Bergen region has a total of Europe's largest concentration of marine research, and is the 13th largest marine city in the world in terms of number of scientific publications.Climate and energy transition�The roots of climate research at the University of Bergen (UiB) stretch all the way back to the start of the twentieth century, when Vilhelm Bjerknes founded the Bergen school of meteorology. This school created modern meteorology and turned it into a precise science. Today, the name of Bjerknes lives on at the Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research. However, research on climate and energy transition is increasingly being carried out at all UiB faculties, from language and social sciences to law and the natural sciences.(Photo: Frode Ims (Global social challenges), Eivind Senneset (Marine research), Colourbox (Climate and energy transition)



Marine strategic Board from 
all faculties

• HUM: prof. Camilla Brautaset
• Art: prodekan Anne Helen Mydland
• MED: prof. Gülen Arslan Lied
• PSYK: prof. Anita Lill Hansen
• SOC: prof. Edvard Hviding
• MN: Head og Dep Prof Ørjan Totland
• Law: prof. Ernst Nortvedt
• University Museum: Dep Head Aino Hosia

• Marin Dean, Nils Gunnar Kvamstø/Øyvind Fiksen
• Marine Director; Amund Måge
• Senior Advisor; Kristin Bakken
• Senior Advisor; Susanna Pakkasmaa, NMU
• Communication: Asbjørn Leirvåg

UIB MARIN



As the global hub for SDG 14, UiB has taken a leading role and commitments in the UN’s 
sustainability agenda. Part of our UN mission is to educate the next generation of 
decision makers capable of solving global challenges.

PROBLEMS
• Marine education at UiB is broad and of high quality, but appears fragmented and 

disconnected w.r.t. faculties and society. 
• It offers solid scientific knowledge and recruits strong candidates to academia but 

provides a limited structural framework to position its candidates towards relevant job 
opportunities outside academia

• EC report points out gaps in UiBs structural framework especially within research 
training and career development. 

• Norwegian students and researchers at UiB show limited ambitions for international 
mobility.

Open about challenges:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
COFUND HAR IKKE VIT EKSELLENS SOM KRITERIUM.



Establishing a project within the EU MSCA COFUND Post Doc training program, CO-financed by 
EU. The proposed project will focus on marine sustainability. 

Concrete aims of the UiB MSCA COFUND project on Marine Sustainability:

1. Increasing interaction within marine sciences at UiB and with societal applications –
Interdisciplinarity and societal interaction will be a mandatory requirement for the planned 
Post Doc projects

2. Providing a structural framework for the Post Doc candidates to pave clear career pathways 
towards jobs in academia, marine business, and marine policy making 

3. Providing a structural framework for Post Docs at UiB for research training and career 
development in line with the HRS4R requirements

4. Increasing researcher mobility at UiB – the program will cover both incoming and out-going 
mobility 

Solution



HOW ?

• Knowledge and Team; 
• External (2019 – UiO , Oslo , Hilde Nebb, ScientiaFellows-Thanks 
• Internal , Corinna Guder, UiB, experience as evaluator-Thanks 
• FIA, HR, Economy, Personel at UiB, some voluntairs extra
• A very competent consultant (Innovyat)
• About one year from start to application (Sept 2020)
• Well organized writing team.
• Support from alle levels (Rectorate, Faculty-Deans, Departments and 

also projects
• Visits and meetings, visits and meetings, internal & external

UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA



• Collect and show the internal 
resources, projects & Centers 
(i.e.SFI Sea Lice & SFI Smart 
Ocean)

• “Set free” reqruitment
positions to SEAS

• Distribute the hopefully new
positions (faculty deans-
departments)

• Sentral funding also
necessary, more so in 2020

• Show the Marine 
(Innovation) Ecosystem

How no 2
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA



SEAS 
Postdocs

In kind reqr. 
Pos. 

Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences (MN) 1 4
Faculty of Medicine (MED) 2 1
Faculty of Humanities (HUM) 1 1
Faculty of Social Sciences (SOS) 2 1
Faculty of Law (LAW) 2 1
Faculty of Psychology (PSYK) 2 1
Dept. of Life Sciences (MN) 4 2
Bjerknes Center for Climate research (MN) 2 1
Dept. of Earth Sciences (MN) 6 3
Geophysical Dept. (MN) 2 1
Dept. of Mathematics (MN) 2 1
Dept. of Informatics (MN) 2 1
Dept. of Chemistry (MN) 2 1
Dept. of Physics and Technology (MN) 2 1
SapienCE (HUM) 4 2
Centre for the Study of the Sciences and the Humanities (HUM) 1 0
Total UiB 37 22

Faculties & departments/centres (with in-kind)
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA



• Incoming fellows (IF)
Must not have resided or carried out their main activity (work, studies, etc.) in 
Norway for more than 12 months in the 3 years immediately prior to the deadline 
of the call.

• Outgoing fellows (OF)
Must have resided or carried out their main activity in Norway for at least 24 
months in the 3 years immediately prior to the deadline of the call. 

Outgoing fellows are to carry out research at a scientific institution located 
outside of Norway with a return period to UiB for 12-18 month

Mobility rules - Two types of fellowships
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA





• Theme: Mathematical and Statistical Methods for Marine Sustainability
• Potential supervisors: Guttorm Alendal, Iain G. Johnston, Hans J. Skaug or 

Henrik Kalisch
• Mobility: Incoming or Outgoing 

Department of Mathematics



• Facilities for aquculture, 
fresh/salt water, All 
temperatures (Dep for 
Biosciences,Sars center, ILAB)

• Marineholmen RASLAB AS 
with RAS-facilites

• Ocean lab with AUVs og ROV 
Ægir 6000

• Espegrend marine field station
• Research wessel pool (IMR-

cooperationi)

Marin infrastructure
UNIVERSITETET I BERGEN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Vi har organisert akvakulturinfrastrukturen i hovedsak gjennom ein stiftelse, ILAB, for å få ein god driftsorganiasjon og opne både for UiB og andre kommersielle brukararRAS fasilitetane er organisert som som eit aksjeselskap saman med NORCE, ILAB og eigarane av Marineholmen (Rieber) Vår ROV Agir 6000 er ein nasjonal infrastruktur som kan driftast på GO Sars og Kronprins Haakon og som er heilt essensiell for vår forskning på djuphav.
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Marineholmen

Noways leading marine cluster



European Marine Biological Research Centre (EMBRC) Mowi ASA

University of Southern Denmark (SDU) Nordhordland UNESCO Biosphere

Global Centre of Expertise in Ocean Technology (GCE Ocean Tech) Norwegian Meteorology Institute (NMI)

Lerøy Seafood Group ASA Marineholmen Research Park

Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing Center (NERSC) Norwegian Centre of Expertise SeaFood (NCE SeaFood)

Bergen Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI) Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI)

Marineholmen RASLab AS (RasLab) Biomega

Norway Centres of Expertise Maritime CleanTech (NCE CleanTech) Lingalaks AS

Aquatic Industry Laboratory (ILAB) Norwegian Institute of Veterinary (NVI)
Feed and Fish Health – CERMAQ Université de Lyón
Academia Europaea Bergen Knowledge Hub (AEBKH) Vestland County Council
REV Ocean NOSCA Clean Ocean
Norwegian Institute for Water Research (NIVA) NORCE Environment (NORCE)
Institute of Marine Research (IMR) Universität Graz
Universität Leipzig BKK Corporation (energy supply)
Norwegian Food Safety Authority Pelagia

32 Partners (more can be added)
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Evaluation
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA



Overall timeline of SEAS – 5 (6) years
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA



SEAS Programme Management Office (PMO)
• Programme Coordinator (PC), Amund Maage
• Programme Manager (PM), Kristin Bakken  
• Senior adviser Elizabeth Farmer
• HR Coordinator (HRC), Gunnar Larsen (HR-MN)

Administrative support from many other UiB-units/employees



Ocean science momentum:
• UN SDG’s Second conference, Lisbon June 2022

• The Ocean Panel (100% by 2025)

• IOC UNESCO Decade of Ocean Science

• Our Ocean series

UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN



Executive programme
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA

12 of 14 signed at kick 
off



The second call:
UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA



UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - MARINE STRATEGIC AREA

We have really appreciate help 

37 MSCA postdoctoral research fellow positions

Call deadline October 31, 2022 – www.uib.no/seas



Hosted by the Department of
Physics and Technology at the
University of Bergen.



Contact:
Amund.maage@uib.no
www.uib.no/seas

mailto:Amund.maage@uib.no


Thanks for joining
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